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Qingdao New International Yuandong Mechanical & Electrical Parts Co., Ltd. has modern office building and standard 

plant, which has big friction press machine as 1600 tons, high speed CNC forging hammer as 750 kgs, 1.5 tons & 2 

tons, different friction press machines as 160 tons, 300 tons, 400 tons and 630 tons as total for sixteen forging 

production lines. There also has CNC and computer aided character carver in the molding workshop. The machining 

workshop has CNC and sixty pieces of numerical control machine tool. The factory can manufacture the big hot forging 

parts for train, railway, mine, electric power and other industries. Especially for the big quantity order of forging parts in 

suitable unit weight and volume, it can produce efficiently as one mold with several cavities in mass production. At 

present, the mature products are die forging auto parts for suspension system and steering system, other forging parts 

and lifting eye bolts and eye nuts. The lifting eye bolts and eye nuts have been sold to overseas, which had been won 

the high reputation by the customers of Japan, Germany and United States, especially for DIN580, DIN582, JIS1168, 

JIS1169 and ASTM standard eye bolts & eye nuts with different materials. Most customers are attracted by the good 

quality of the lifting eye bolts and eye nuts, which can satisfy the request of the size from M6 to M100. The product of 

eye bolt DIN444 is the most profession with the most complete sizes and most complete kinds of material in China, 

which the material includes usual carbon steel, high strength steel and stainless steel. The factory has own mold 

making workshop, heat treatment workshop, assembly & maintenance, testing and packing workshop in order to control 

the quality strictly. It also can purchase export products liability insurance as the customer's demand,which provides 

quality credit guarantee for customers. 

 



 

 

 

Our company have professional Quality Management System IATF16949:2016 and ISO 9001:2015. There also has the 

AD2000 certification. There is also applying for ISO14001 environmental management system now. They have been 

passed the audit by different customer in different industries from the country of all the world. The quality of production 

management is completely organized according to the Quality Management System, which has obtained the trust and 

admire by so many customers. The core enterprises control the quality strictly which is equipped with complete physical 

& chemical laboratory, optical spectrum analysis and coordinate measuring machine.We have excellent research and 

development team they can accelerate the development of new products. 

 

Currently, the forging products have exported to Japan, Korea, Germany, United States and other major markets for 

automotive industry, train & railway, rigging, construction, shipbuilding, electric power, agricultural machinery and so on. 

 

Based on the enterprise conception of “Integrity and Quality” ,our company will always adhere to the enterprise 

culture, “Respect for Nature and Love for Mankind and Dedicated to Customers Satisfaction”. We are willing to establish 

the close business relationship on the basis of win-win cooperation with our customers from all the world. 













Material:Carbon Steel, Alloy Steel, Stainless Steel 

Finish：As Customer's Demand 

Material:Carbon Steel, Alloy Steel, Stainless Steel 

Finish：As Customer's Demand 



Product Name:Electric Power Fittings-Pole Line Hardware; Electric Power Fittings-Earth Anchor 

Material:Carbon Steel, Alloy Steel 

Finish:Zinc Plated, H.D.G, Painting, As Customer's Demand 



Material:Carbon Steel, Alloy Steel，High Tensile Steel 

Finish:Zinc Plated, H.D.G, Painting, As Customer's 

Demand 



Material:Carbon Steel, Alloy Steel, Stainless Steel 

Finish：As Customer's Demand 

Material: Alloy Steel, 30CrMo 

Finish：As Customer's Demand 



 

Products:Eye Bolts DIN444 

Type:  

 AM 

 LAM 

 BM 

 LBM 

Size:M6 to M24 

Material:4.6,5.6,8.8,10.9,A2, A4 

Surface Treatment:Plain,Zinc Plated,H.D.G 

Packing: Cartons+Pallet 



Product Name: Lifting Eye Bolts and Eye Nuts 

Type: 

ASTM Eye Bolt 

ASTM Eye Nut 

BS 3974 Bow Nut 

BS 4278 Eye Bolt 

DIN 582 Lifting Eye Nut 

DIN 580 Lifting Eye Bolt 

JIS 1168 Eye Bolt 

JIS 1169 Eye Nut 

Material:C15,C15E,stainless steel A2 and 

A4,42CrMoV,1045,high tensile steel  

Finish:plain,zinc plated,H.D.G,phosphating,polishing 

 



Product Name:Turnbuckles 

Type： 

 Commercial Turnbuckle 

 DIN1478 Turnbuckles 

 DIN1479 Turnbuckles 

 DIN1480 Turnbuckles 

 JIS Opened turnbuckles 

 Korean open model turnbuckles 

 US turnbuckles 

Process: Hot forging  

Material: St 37, St 52, carbon steel，stainless 

Steel 

Finsh: Plain, Zinc Plated, H.D.G 



Proudtc Name: Shackles 

Type: 

 BS 3032 Large Bow Shackle with type A screw 

collar pin 

 Commercial Shackles 

 DIN 82101 Dee Shackles 

 JIS Shackles 

 Large Dee Shackle to BS 3032 and BS6994 

 US type High Tensile Shackle 

① G-210 High Tensile Shackle, 6 time safety 

② G-209 High Tensile Shackle, 6 time safety 

③ G-2150 High Tensile Shackle, 6 time safety 

④ G-2130 High Tensile Shackle, 6 time safety 

Process:Hot Forged 

Material:Carbon Steel,Alloy Steel, High Tensile Steel 

Surface Treatment:Plain,Zinc Plated,H.D.G,Painting 



Product Name:Lfiting Hooks 

Type： 

Eye Hooks with Safety Latch 

Grab Hook 

Shank hook 

Slip Hook 

Swivel Hook 

Process:HotForged 

Material:Carbon Steel,High Tensile Steel,Stainless 

Steel 

Finish:Plain,Zinc Plated,H.D.G,Painting 









 

 

Qingdao New International Automotive Spare Parts Co., Ltd. has two vertical automation molding lines & one Horizontal 

Molding Line with DISA sand treatment lines and also has four semi-automatic modeling line such as Z148E & Z148T. 

The foundry has investment casting workshop with lost wax casting, heat treatment workshop, machining workshop with 

different CNC and numerical control machine tool. The main products is ductile iron casting parts, grey iron casting 

parts, steel casting parts and investment casting parts. The fast analyzer can control the chemical contents and 

temperature, which has the advantage in the casting industry. The factory has a strong technical force, advanced 

products’ design, mature technological level and the first-rate engineering technicians and artisans with more than 30 

years of casting experience. We can provide all kinds of the casting production of structural parts from automobile 

valves, chassis to braking system. The products’ quality is steady and reliable, and they are the auxiliary products 

mainly to China heavy duty automobile special vehicles. The factory sell the ductile iron & grey iron casting parts and 

investment casting parts for railway, train, auto, truck,farm machinery and power industry, which has been won the high 

reputation. 



 

 

Our company have professional Quality Management System IATF16949:2016 and ISO 9001:2015. There is also 

applying for  ISO14001 environmental management system now. They have been passed the audit by different 

customer in different industries from the country of all the world. The quality of production management is completely 

organized according to the Quality Management System, which has obtained the trust and admire by so many 

customers. The core enterprises control the quality strictly which is equipped with complete physical & chemical 

laboratory, optical spectrum analysis and coordinate measuring machine.We have excellent research and development 

team they can accelerate the development of new products. 

 

Currently, the forging products have exported to Japan, Korea, Germany, United States and other major markets for 

automotive industry, train & railway, rigging, construction, shipbuilding, electric power, agricultural machinery and so on. 

 

Based on the enterprise conception of “Integrity and Quality” ,our company will always adhere to the enterprise culture, 

“Respect for Nature and Love for Mankind” and Dedicated to Customers Satisfaction”. We are willing to establish the 

close business relationship on the basis of win-win cooperation with our customers from all the world. 



 



 Horizontal Molding Line----SBM540  

 Molding size----510*410mm 

 The production efficiency----100 molding/hour

（The core of practical efficiency） 

 For example----flange joint, one molding is with 4 

cavities, the unit weight of casting flange joint is 

3.2kg that can finish 1400 pcs as 4480kgs per 

shift . 

 If the quantity is more 10000 pcs and the unit 

weight is more than 3kg that can use the 

horizontal molding line as the customer's request. 

 The PPM can be the best as 1000PPM without 

CPK reuqest as Horizontal Molding Line produce. 

 The PPM can be the best as 600PPM with CPK 

reuqest as Horizontal Molding Line produce. 

 The horizontal molding line is applied for 

producing the casting parts with complex core 

setting. 



 First Vertical Molding Line----XZZ416B 

 Molding size (sand box)----650*535mm 

 The production efficiency----170 molding/hour

（The practical efficiency） 

 The vertical molding line is applied for producing 

the casting parts with simple core setting. 

 For example----front axle of 195968, one 

molding is with 2 cavities, the unit weight of 

casting 195968 is 4.11kg that can finish 2200 

pcs as 9000kgs per shift . 

 If the quantity is more 20000pcs and the unit 

weight is more than 4kg that can use the vertical 

molding line as the customer's request. 

 For example ---insert metal V-780250, one 

molding is with 16 cavities, the unit weight of 

casting V-780250  is 0.55kg that can finish 

13000 pcs as 7400kgs per shift . 

 If the quantity is more 80000 pcs and the unit 

weight is less than 1kg that can use the vertical 

molding line as the customer's request. 

 



 second Vertical Molding Line----417 

 Molding size (sand box)----750*535mm 

 The production efficiency----170 molding/hour

（The practical efficiency） 

 The vertical molding line is applied for producing 

the casting parts with simple core setting. 

 For example ---insert metal V-780512, one 

molding is with 24 cavities, the unit weight of 

casting V-780512  is 0.6kg that can finish 13000 

pcs as 7800kgs per shift . 

 If the quantity is more 120000 pcs and the unit 

weight is less than 1kg that can use the vertical 

molding line as the customer's request. 

 If the quantity is more 30000 pcs and the unit 

weight is more than 4kg that can use the vertical 

molding line as the customer's request. 

 
























